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Abstract
We present a novel high frequency residual learning framework, which leads to a
highly efficient multi-scale network (MSNet) architecture for mobile and embedded vi-
sion problems. The architecture utilizes two networks: a low resolution network to ef-
ficiently approximate low frequency components and a high resolution network to learn
high frequency residuals by reusing the upsampled low resolution features. With a clas-
sifier calibration module, MSNet can dynamically allocate computation resources during
inference to achieve a better speed and accuracy trade-off. We evaluate our methods
on the challenging ImageNet-1k dataset and observe consistent improvements over dif-
ferent base networks. On ResNet-18 and MobileNet with α = 1.0, MSNet gains 1.5%
accuracy over both architectures without increasing computations. On the more efficient
MobileNet with α = 0.25, our method gains 3.8% accuracy with the same amount of
computations.
1 Introduction
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have become the dominant machine learning ap-
proach in solving computer vision problems such as, image classification [9, 12, 18, 24, 36,
38], object detection [10, 11, 16, 17, 32, 43], semantic segmentation [3, 4, 5, 26, 51], etc. In
the past several years, great progresses have been achieved in the study of developing large
and computationally intensive networks [18, 36, 39] to achieve higher accuracy with the cost
of sacrificing speed and efficiency.
Meanwhile, there have been increasing needs of deploying convolutional neural networks
into mobile devices with limited computational resources. To address the computational
efficiency problem, works [20, 34, 50] have been proposed to discover more efficient network
structure. Common strategies such as replacing convolution operation with more efficient
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 1: Frequency domain analysis. We visualize the magnitude of 2D discrete Fourier
transform of final feature map of different networks. We plot the average magnitude of
all feature maps from the last convolutional layer. (a): input image to the network. (b):
mean magnitude for ResNet-18, it contains mostly the low frequency component. (c): mean
magnitude for low resolution network of MS-ResNet-18, compared with ResNet-18, its low
frequency component is more concentrated to the DC component. (d): mean magnitude for
high resolution network of MS-ResNet-18, compared with ResNet-18 and its low resolution
counterpart, it has far less low frequency component. The red ellipse partially covers the high
frequency region. From ResNet-18, it shows strong high frequency magnitude. From lower
resolution network of MS-ResNet-18, the covered frequency vanishes; while the higher res-
olution network recovers the high frequency.
group or depth-wise separable convolutions, using less channels and using lower resolution
input have been used.
Among these strategies, reducing the input resolution by half is probably the simplest
method with the advantage that it can be directly applied during inference. Without the need
of re-training, it can reduce the computation cost quadratically. However, while it decreases
the computational cost, it usually scarifies the overall accuracy. One question we want to ask
and address is: can we do inference on low resolution images without losing accuracy? The
answer is yes for some images but not for all the images. Recent works [7, 8, 25, 42] propose
to directly inference from low resolution input by integrating a super-resolution network with
a classification network, but the gain is still marginal. We observe that there are some easy
images that can be predicted correctly using both their low resolution and high resolution
versions (Figure 2 (a)). A straightforward solution is to predict a low resolution image first.
If the prediction is incorrect, we make another prediction using the high resolution image.
This straightforward solution has a problem that we do not know when classifier fails on low
resolution. However, based on the property of softmax function, we can make an assumption
that when the prediction of a classifier has a high softmax score, it is more likely to be
a correct prediction (Figure 2 (b)). Based on this assumption, we can develop a classifier
calibration module: we first run prediction on low resolution images, if the softmax score
of the prediction is higher than a threshold, we keep this prediction; if the softmax score
of the prediction is lower than the threshold, we use the prediction on the high resolution
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image. Classifier calibration can be used dynamically during inference to save the average
computation.
However, classifier calibration only solves the problem partially. While for an easy image
we can use the low resolution predictor to save computational cost quadratically, for a hard
image we need to use two predictors corresponding to low and high resolutions as we need
the prediction score from the low resolution predictor to tell whether it is an easy or hard
image. Checking this process closer, we can easily find that this naive solution does not reuse
features of low resolution images anymore once it finishes the prediction on low resolution
images, which leads to a waste of computation.
Therefore, the second question we want to ask and address is more intriguing: can low
resolution features help high resolution predictions? This question is more interesting be-
cause reusing low resolution features will save more computational overheads.
Inspired by the idea of wavelet transform and residual learning, we propose a novel net-
work structure named High Frequency Residual Multi-Scale Network (MSNet) aiming at
learning low frequency components and high frequency residuals separately. Note that a
feature map normally contains both low frequency components and high frequency compo-
nents (Figure 1 (b)). If we upsample a low resolution feature map, it contains mostly low
frequency components (Figure 1 (c)). We find that by reusing the upsampled low resolution
features, the network has the ability to learn high frequency residuals with less low frequency
components (Figure 1 (d)). Formally, denoting the desired high resolution feature map by
yH , we hope a lower scale network (a network takes as input low resolution images) learns
mainly low frequency components yL = L(xL) and a higher scale network (a network takes
as input high resolution images) learns mainly high frequency residuals H(xH). Then the
combination of the upsampled low frequency components and high frequency residuals is
the desired complete feature map yH = H(xH)+ u(yL). Combining classifier calibration
and high frequency residual learning, we achieve a much better computation and accuracy
trade-off on multiple efficient networks.
Our contributions are threefold. 1) We propose the MSNet based on high frequency
residual learning to efficiently reuse multi-scale features. 2) We propose a classifier calibra-
tion module that can dynamically allocate computations during inference. 3) Our proposed
network achieves consistent gains over various architectures without increasing the amount
of the computation.
2 Related Works
Efficient Networks. Much attention has been placed on efficient network design recently.
Most common methods for designing efficient network or efficient inference are: to use
more efficient model component, e.g. group convolutions or even depth-wise convolu-
tions [20, 34, 50]; to perform model compression to reduce parameters and computations
[23, 47, 48]; to use quantization to reduce float32 operations to float16, integer or even
binary operations [30]; to use knowledge distillation to transfer knowledge of a large net-
work or an ensemble of networks to a small network [19, 29, 33]. In this work, we focus
on the efficient network learning, especially, we target at reducing the computation by re-
ducing the input resolution but preserve the accuracy at the same time. The other model
compression/acceleration methods are orthogonal to our method and can further boost the
performance.
Residual Learning. The idea of ResNet [18] is to add the bypass connection between com-
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ponents in a feed-forward network. It makes deeper networks easier to optimize and has been
applied in a wide variety of works [13, 30, 39, 45]. [6] shows the equivalence of residual net-
works [18] and densely connected networks [21] and the authors propose a general form of
residual learning with enhanced performance. Compared with ResNet, we explicitly focus
on learning the high frequency residual information in a multi-scale network architecture,
which allows us to easily allocate the computational cost to trade-off the accuracy. Another
perspective is that ResNet learns residual in the image domain while our method targets to
learn residual in the frequency domain.
Cascade Classifiers. Cascade classifiers have been widely use for efficient inference. The
high level idea of cascade classifiers to classify an image with a sequence of classifiers where
the earlier classifiers reject easier images which is called an “early exit”. The Viola Jones
Algorithm [41] for face detection uses a hard cascade by Adaboost [15], where multiple week
classifiers take different features in a cascade manner. If any of the classifier in the sequence
rejects a region, then the region will be classified as a non-facial region. A soft cascade
classifier [2] builds each weak classifier based on the output of all previous classifiers. In
the context of deep learning, multiple works have studied the problem of “early exit” in a
deep model [1, 22, 40]. The idea is to inference using early stage features based on the
computation budget, however, the problem is early stage features usually do not have high
level semantics. In our work, we use the idea of “early exit”, but instead of building weak
classifiers at early stage features, we build a weak classifier on a low resolution input. In this
way, our method achieves a good trade-off between speed and high-level features.
Multi-Scale Network Design. Network designs, either by human [18, 21, 36] or by archi-
tecture search [31, 52], mainly focus on finding more powerful building blocks, e.g. residual
blocks in [18], densely connected blocks in [21] and machine searched blocks in [31, 52].
However, all these works use a single resolution input (e.g. 224× 224 or 299× 299), we
find less works study the effect of using features with different resolutions in classification.
Recently, there are works [22, 27, 28, 37, 44, 46, 49] focusing on multi-scale design. Al-
though MSDNet [22] claims to be “multi-scale”, we find it is more similar to [35] which is
a wrapping of different networks into a single network. As far as we know, our work is one
of the first to show that reusing low resolution feature helps high resolution prediction. We
will give a more detailed comparison in the next section.
3 High Frequency Residual Learning
3.1 Analysis of Multi-Resolution Inference
Nowadays, most CNN model architecture are fully convolutional with a global average pool-
ing as the last feature layer, making it straightforward to do inference at arbitrary resolution.
Given a well-trained model, we can evaluate its inference accuracy over different scales.
Figure 2 shows the experiment results. The dataset is ImageNet 2012 [14], and the model1
is trained and tested on the standard train split and val split, respectively. If the test image
size is 128×128, 56% of the images could be correctly predicted, within which a majority
(52%/56% = 93%) of the images can also be correctly classified if the test size is 256×256.
Among the incorrectly predicted images by 128×128, 19%/44% = 43% of the images can
be corrected by the larger input size of 256×256.
1Only for the verifying purpose, we use ResNet-18 [18] trained with 224×224 crop. Otherwise, we default the
crop size to 256×256 if not specified explicitly.
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D: 25%
Figure 2: Multi-resolution inference results. The model is ResNet-18. (a): accuracy distri-
bution from the input of 128× 128 and 256× 256. Region A: correctly predicted by both
128× 128 and 256× 256; Region B: correctly predicted by 128× 128 but incorrectly pre-
dicted by 256×256; Region C: incorrectly predicted by 128×128 but correctly predicted by
256×256; Region D: incorrectly predicted by both 128×128 and 256×256. (b): precision
vs thresholds. The threshold is used to select images to be predicted using low resolution
input (128×128), precision is the accuracy of the selected image. The higher the threshold,
the less images are selected and the accuracy becomes higher.
In single scale inference, 128×128 input leads to lower computing cost, but only achieves
56% accuracy, while 256× 256 can achieve a higher accuracy but with a penalty of higher
cost. If we apply the traditional multi-scale inference, where each image is tested twice, the
accuracy could be even higher, but leads to a potential waste of computation. For example,
56% of the images can be handled well by using only smaller scale and testing with both
scales gives little benefit (4%).
This motivates us to apply the network first onto the small scale to save the cost in the
target of the 56% correctly predicted images. If the smaller scale fails, we resort to the higher
scale prediction. Ideally, the upper bound of the accuracy is 56%+19% = 75%.
The challenging problem is how to properly decide when the lower input size fails. In
this paper, we adopt a simple strategy to apply a threshold on the maximum value of the
probability output of the network. The intuition is that if the network is confident on the
prediction (the probability is larger than a pre-defined threshold), the accuracy should also
be high, which is verified in Figure 2 (b), illustrating the monotonic increasing relation of
accuracy over the thresholds. The accuracy is calculated over the samples whose highest
prediction score is larger than the threshold. As the threshold increases, the number of pre-
dictions decreases but their accuracy increases. When the threshold is 0, all the predictions
are handled by the lower input scale. If the threshold is 1, effectively all the images are
evaluated by the larger input scale.
The next question is how to learn the network such that the lower scale and the higher
scale can be cooperated efficiently. A naive solution is to learn two networks independently.
One is for the smaller scale, while the other is for the larger scale. However, this is inferior
because the features learned for the smaller scale network are discarded in the feature learn-
ing for the larger scale network. Instead of learning two networks independently, we propose
a high frequency residual building block to jointly learn a multi-scale network.
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Figure 3: Residual learning block vs. high frequency residual learning block. (a) a building
block for residual learning, x is the input feature, F(x) is the learned residual and y =
F(x)+ x is the output feature. (b) a building block for high frequency residual learning in
Equation 1.
3.2 High Frequency Residual Learning
Figure 3 (b) depicts the proposed building block. The input is xL and xH in the real domain
for lower scale and higher scale, respectively. Passing the two signals each through several
linear layers interleaved with nonlinear activations, we can have more abstract feature rep-
resentations of L(xL), and H(xH). Instead of learning them separately, we enrich the larger
scale pass by the upsampled lower signal yL = L(xL). That is, the output of the higher scale
is yH =H(xH)+u(yL), where u(·) is an upsampling function. Formally, the building block
can be written as
yL = L(xL) (1)
yH =H(xH)+u(yL). (2)
The upsampling operation helps match the spatial resolution between two different scales
to make the aggregation feasible. Meanwhile, the function is a low-pass filter, which reduces
the high-frequency information to pass through. For example, if we implement the upsam-
pling by a nearest neighbor interpolation, the impulse response is a rectangle function and
the corresponding frequency function is a sinc function, which allows more lower frequency
to pass and blocks more higher frequency.
Since the flowing information from the bottom to the top is mostly the low frequency
information, the higher scale is expected to focus on the high frequency information learn-
ing. This intuition can also be verified in Figure 1 (d), which contains less lower frequency
information than 1 (b). Thus, we call it high frequency residual learning.
Figure 3 (a) shows the residual learning [18] for comparison. Since we explicitly split
the signal into different frequency bands, it is easier to cooperatively apply the multi-scale
inference efficiently. Besides, the residual learning block can be part of the high frequency
learning block by inserting it intoH and L.
3.3 High Frequency Residual Multi-Scale Network
By stacking multiple high frequency residual learning blocks, we construct a multi-scale
network (MSNet) as shown in Figure 4 (a). It consists of a lower scale network, a higher
scale network and a calibration module. The raw image serves as the input to the higher
scale network, while the downsampled version to the smaller scale network. We use the
superscript to distinguish different blocks. Within the i-th block, let xiL and xiH be the input
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Figure 4: Multi-Scale Network (MSNet) network structure. (a) MSNet structure for training:
MSNet is composite of a higher scale network (Network-H in upper dashed box) and a lower
scale network (Network-L in lower dashed box). Both networks can make prediction and are
trained jointly. (b) MSNet with calibration in inference: if the calibration module produces
“Y” (softmax score higher then the threshold), MSNet only use Network-L prediction (pred-
L); it the calibration module produces “N” (softmax score lower then the threshold), MSNet
use Network-H prediction (pred-H). Note that when using Network-H, features in Network-
L are reused and passed into Network-H together with the input image.
to the lower scale and higher scale networks, respectively. Within each feature extraction
module Li and Hi, we first apply a convolutional layer with stride as 2 to reduce the feature
map size. Instead of using y in Eq. 1, we use xi+1L and x
i+1
H to denote outputs, which are
also the input of the next block. After the last block, a global average pooling layer is added
before we apply a linear layer and the softmax layer to output the classification result.
The inference stage of MSNet is shown in Figure 4 (b), the test image is first down-
sampled and then fed into the lower scale network. The classification result is sent to the
calibration module. If the maximum probability is larger than a pre-defined threshold, the
calibration module outputs this result and terminates the inference process. Otherwise, it
enables the upsampling of low resolution features from the lower scale network and the for-
ward pass of the higher scale network. In this case, the calibration module takes the output
from the higher scale network as the final prediction.
During training, we remove the calibration module and add the cross entropy loss to each
of the classifier. Since all the components are differentiable, we can apply the off-the-shelf
gradient descent algorithm to update the parameters.
4 Experiments
4.1 Settings
We evaluate our method on the widely-used ImageNet 2012 classification dataset [14]. All
the models are trained on the 1.28 million training images, and we report the top-1 accuracy
of a single center crop on the 50k validation set. If the crop size is 224×224, we first resize
the shorter side of the image to 256 before doing the center crop. If the crop size is 256×256,
we resize the shorter side to 300. We use standard data augmentation in [18, 20] and train
the model for 120 epochs with initial learning rate 0.1, reduced by 0.1 at 30, 60, 90 epochs.
Given a base model, e.g. ResNet, to construct its MSNet version, we extract each stage of
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Figure 5: Our MSNet calibration results with different networks. (a) MS-ResNet-18 vs.
ResNet-18. (b)-(e) MS-MobileNet vs. MobileNet. The black curves (our results) are ob-
tained by varying threshold values.
the base model and use it as the feature abstraction part ofH and L. We conduct experiments
on ResNet-18 and MobileNet, and the corresponding MSNet version is called MS-ResNet-
18 and MS-MobileNet, respectively. For the calibration module, we use different threshold
to trade-off the computation and the accuracy. The computation cost is measured by the
FLOPS as in [18, 20]. In MSNet, different images could have different FLOPS cost, and we
report the average cost. Without explicitly explaining, the higher scale is 256×256 and the
lower scale is 128×128.
4.2 Results
4.2.1 MS-ResNet-18 vs ResNet-18
Table 1 shows the experiment results. First, we reproduce the ResNet-18 network and get
an accuracy of 69.8% over the 224× 224 input. By setting the threshold as 0.48, our MS-
ResNet-18 can achieve similar accuracy of 69.9%, but consumes only 77% (1413/1827)
FLOPS. If the threshold is 0.66, the computation cost is similar, but the accuracy of our
MS-ResNet-18 is boosted to 71.3% with an absolute gain of 1.5%.
If the input size of ResNet-18 is 256× 256, the accuracy is 70.7%. Still, with similar
accuracy, the FLOPS cost can be reduced to 68% (1625/2386) with our MS-ResNet-18.
Next, we perform the traditional multi-scale testing by averaging prediction results of
different resolution (128 and 256) inputs for ResNet-18, which achieves 71.2% accuracy but
consumes 25% more computations. Using our proposed MS-ResNet-18, we achieve 71.9%
accuracy and consumes only 79% (2358/2983) computations.
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Table 1: Experiment results between our MS-ResNet-18 and ResNet-18.
Method Million FLOPs Top-1 Accuracy
ResNet-18 (224) 1827 69.8%
MS-ResNet-18 (128/256), thresh=0.48 1413 69.9%
MS-ResNet-18 (128/256), thresh=0.66 1811 71.3%
ResNet-18 (256) 2386 70.7%
MS-ResNet-18 (128/256), thresh=0.57 1625 70.7%
ResNet-18 (multi-scale test) 2983 71.2%
MS-ResNet-18 (128/256), thresh=0.90 2358 71.9%
Table 2: Experiment results between our MS-MobileNet and MobileNet.
Method Million FLOPs Top-1 Accuracy Accuracy Gain
1.0 MobileNet (128) 186 64.4%
1.0 MS-MobileNet (128/256), thresh=0.06 186 64.5% +0.1%
1.0 MobileNet (192) 418 69.1%
1.0 MS-MobileNet (128/256), thresh=0.46 417 69.8% +0.7%
1.0 MobileNet (224) 569 70.9%
1.0 MS-MobileNet (128/256), thresh=0.67 566 71.9% +1.0%
1.0 MobileNet (256) 743 71.2%
1.0 MS-MobileNet (128/256), thresh=0.90 739 72.7% +1.5%
0.75 MobileNet (224) 325 68.4%
0.75 MS-MobileNet (128/256), thresh=0.57 321 69.3% +0.9%
0.75 MobileNet (256) 425 69.1%
0.75 MS-MobileNet (128/256), thresh=0.83 425 70.8% +1.7%
0.5 MobileNet (224) 149 63.7%
0.5 MS-MobileNet (128/256), thresh=0.47 148 64.6% +0.9%
0.5 MobileNet (256) 195 64.2%
0.5 MS-MobileNet (128/256), thresh=0.71 195 67.0% +2.8%
0.25 MobileNet (224) 41 50.6%
0.25 MS-MobileNet (128/256), thresh=0.28 41 52.5% +1.9%
0.25 MobileNet (256) 54 52.6%
0.25 MS-MobileNet (128/256), thresh=0.46 54 56.4% +3.8%
4.2.2 MS-MobileNet vs MobileNet
Following [20], we shrink the number of channels by a factor of α to achieves different trade-
offs on the MobileNet. The corresponding MSNet version is also shrunk accordingly. We
pre-fix the network name with α in the experiment results, shown in Table 2. For MobileNet
with α = 1.0 where α is the width multiplier to thin a network uniformly at each layer, we
change the input scale to obtain different accuracies. As the input resolution increases, our
MS-MobileNet shows larger advantages under the same computational cost over the Mo-
bileNet. This clearly demonstrates that the lower scale in our MS-MobileNet could identify
correctly a certain amount of images without resorting to the higher scale network.
When α becomes smaller, we observe that our MS-MobileNet achieves even higher accu-
racy relatively under the same amount of computations, e.g. comparing the MobileNet with
256× 256 input, the gain is 1.7% for α = 0.75, 2.8% for α = 0.5 and 3.8% for α = 0.25.
This clearly demonstrates our approach shows superior advantages for small models and
promising applications in mobile and embedded devices.
4.2.3 MS-DenseNet-121 vs DenseNet-121
When applying our method to DenseNet, we use crop 224× 224 as input and use cropping
or zero-padding to align upsampled low resolution feature maps to the corresponding high
resolution feature maps if their spatial resolution does not match exactly.
Table 3 shows our experimental results on DenseNet-121. The original DenseNet-121
has an accuracy of 75% with 2.8 Billion floating point operations. By setting the threshold to
0.6, out MS-DenseNet-121 achieves similar accuracy (75%) but with less computation (1.7
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Table 3: Experiment results between our MS-DenseNet-121 and DenseNet-121.
Method Billion FLOPs Top-1 Accuracy
DenseNet-121 (224) 2.8 75.0%
MSDNet [22] 1.7 75.0%
MS-DenseNet-121 (112/224), thresh=0.60 1.7 75.0%
MS-DenseNet-121 (112/224), thresh=0.95 2.8 76.1%
Billion FLOPs). That is, when combined with DenseNet, our method is on par with state-
of-the-art method [22]. With the same computation (2.8 BFLOPs), our method achieves a
much higher accuracy (76.1%) than the original DenseNet with a margin of 1.1%.
4.3 Speed-Accuracy Trade-off
Since different thresholds lead to different computation costs and accuracies, we can achieve
a speed-accuracy trade-off by varying the threshold values. We illustrate the relationship
by enumerating multiple thresholds in Figure 5 for MS-ResNet-18 and MS-MobileNet (the
black curve). The baseline approaches (colored dots) are also shown in the figure. We can
easily observe the advantages of the MSNet over the baselines.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a novel high frequency residual learning framework that
decouples the learning of low frequency feature and high frequency feature. We demon-
strate that computations can be saved by using a low resolution network to approximate the
process of learning low frequency features. We have also proposed a classifier calibration
module which can dynamically allocate computation resources during inference and lead to
a better speed and accuracy trade-off. In our future work, we will design more flexible high
frequency residual networks that can take as input arbitrary size of images. We will also
demonstrate the effectiveness of high frequency residual learning in other recognition task,
e.g. object detection and semantic segmentation, in the future.
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